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YOUR CLASS :
Home Class COMP8036 - Services Oriented Architecture
Services Oriented Architecture
The course will give an in-depth description of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), and how to manage system development and




Teaching and Learning Strategies
Textbook
LO1 Propose concept and necessary of service oriented architecture
LO2 Design and Implement Service Architecture
LO3 Design concept of Integration
LO4 Propose SOA Security
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NO NIM STUDENT NAME TOTAL SESSION MAX ABSENCE SESSION DONE TOTAL ABSENCE
1 2001555093 JULIO TANADI 10 4 10 1
2 2001555686 FELIX ANDRIAN NUGROHO 10 4 10 0
3 2001556732 NATASIA 10 4 10 0
4 2001558731 FELIX TANDIAN 10 4 9 1
5 2001559961 GISELA CHRISTY MOOY 10 4 10 0
6 2001560723 KEVIN HANIEL 10 4 10 0
7 2001561392 CHRISTIAN ALVIN SETIABUDI 10 4 10 0
8 2001562003 SATRIA HANAFI RUSLI 10 4 10 2
9 2001563220 BILLY JOHANNES 10 4 10 0
10 2001564570 VINCENT VALENTINE JANSEN 10 4 10 1
11 2001564734 NOPTOVIUS HALIMAWAN 10 4 10 0
12 2001564753 WINCENT 10 4 10 1
13 2001566405 CINDY YULIAN LOBO 10 4 10 2
14 2001566411 YOSHUA DANIEL TANGKUMAN 10 4 10 0
15 2001571600 ALVIN RIADY 10 4 10 0
16 2001575523 TOMMY WILLIANTO 10 4 10 0
17 2001576154 SUPRYADI 10 4 10 0
18 2001582724 ALVIN CHANDRA 10 4 10 0
19 2001596534 FRANSISKUS WAHYU PANDITHA DHARMA 10 4 10 0
20 2001598602 MICHELLE ALEXANDRA 10 4 10 0
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MARK SUMMARY
2019, Even Semester, Periode 1
Course id : COMP8036 - Services Oriented Architecture
Class : LTY2
Lecturer : D5512 - Abba Suganda Girsang S.T., M.Cs., Ph.D
No Nim Name FINAL EXAM (30%) Personal Assignment
(30%)
Team Assignment (40%) Final Grade
1 2001555093 JULIO TANADI 87 92 90 90 A
2 2001555686 FELIX ANDRIAN NUGROHO 88 90 90 90 A
3 2001556732 NATASIA 89 90 90 90 A
4 2001558731 FELIX TANDIAN 84 86 86 86 A-
5 2001559961 GISELA CHRISTY MOOY 82 90 90 88 A-
6 2001560723 KEVIN HANIEL 83 90 90 88 A-
7 2001561392 CHRISTIAN ALVIN SETIABUDI 88 90 90 90 A
8 2001562003 SATRIA HANAFI RUSLI 88 90 90 90 A
9 2001563220 BILLY JOHANNES 91 90 90 91 A
10 2001564570 VINCENT VALENTINE JANSEN 92 90 90 91 A
11 2001564734 NOPTOVIUS HALIMAWAN 90 87 87 88 A-
12 2001564753 WINCENT 85 87 87 87 A-
13 2001566405 CINDY YULIAN LOBO 82 90 90 88 A-
14 2001566411 YOSHUA DANIEL
TANGKUMAN
92 90 87 90 A
15 2001571600 ALVIN RIADY 91 90 90 91 A
16 2001575523 TOMMY WILLIANTO 90 90 90 90 A
17 2001576154 SUPRYADI 90 90 90 90 A
18 2001582724 ALVIN CHANDRA 91 86 86 88 A-
19 2001596534 FRANSISKUS WAHYU
PANDITHA DHARMA
94 87 87 90 A
20 2001598602 MICHELLE ALEXANDRA 92 87 90 90 A
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